Abstract
Introduction
In the current modern age, the E-commerce develops vigorously, the information transmission is hoped to be realized at a safe and authenticated way, so the digital signature is considered as a kind of practical authenticated technology. While the traditional "two steps operation" scheme is that the sender is to sign the message firstly, then to encrypt the message and message signature by using encryption technology secondly and at last to send the encrypted message to the receiver. However, no matter whether it is the signature or the encryption, every step operation of them will consume a certain machine cycle, and many redundant bits will be increased on the original message. It is also very necessary for some appointed receivers to validate the signature in the practical application. For example, if the documents to be signed are involved in the business secrets between two commercial organizations, they only hope that business senior managers are authorized to review the file and verify the validity of it. D -ivya Nalla，k. c. Reddy mentioned in Reference [1] that proposed a signcryption scheme based on the identity authentication reference with the idea of ring signature, but the nonrepudiation protocol of message is failed to be realized in the scheme. The improvement has been made in Reference [2] , and the shortage in Reference [1] has been overcome. In the meantime, an effective signcryption scheme based on identity feature has been put forward with the advantage of elliptic curve in double linear mapping characteristics in Reference [3] .
Based on the above ideas, A new weak blind signcryption scheme and a new strong blind signcryption scheme with the appointed receiver based on elliptic curve are proposed in this paper. This two new blind singcryption schemes combine the functionality of blind signature and encryption together. In addition, the scheme is based on non-supersingular elliptic curve by non-effective solution method. The security is based on the intractability of elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem, in the meantime, it meet the security features as confidentiality, anonymity and no relevance.
Theory Basis
Zheng Y first proposed the Signcryption Scheme which combined the functionality of blind signature and encryption together. The advantage of the scheme is that the functionality of the blind signature and encryption can be achieved only by performing one step operation. Combining the functionality of signature and encryption, which is proposed by Zheng Y, has been significantly improved than the traditional scheme in effectiveness, at the meanwhile, the saving efficiency is in proportional to the size of the system security coefficient, and so a few bigger security parameters can be selected by the communication two parties under the condition of efficiency ensurement [4, 5] . Zheng proposed two similar signcryption scheme which is named as SCS1 and SCS2. 
is received, the receiver B performs the following steps:
(1)To calculate
H is regarded as a key input hash function, and the hash function output in such way has an important characteristic, namely, unipolarity, it is not feasible to find two messages with the same hash value in the computer.
The elliptic curve refers to the plane algebraic curves of genus 1, the letter E is commonly used for it. In general, the Weierstrass equation can be described as follows: x y and a special infinity point O ,then the elliptic curve is created. If G is regarded as any point of the E, the definition of G order will meet minimum integer n of 0 nG  .The elliptic curve has lots of perfect results, while the elliptic curve used in password circles is aimed at providing numerous group Abel and calculating easily due to the rich structures, the cryptographic algorithm can be established accordingly. This is also the purpose of establishing blind signature scheme based on elliptic curve in the paper.
The elliptic curve equation of main research basically has the following two forms in practical applications:
(1) The elliptic curve Elliptic Curve cryptosystem is established on the basis of Elliptic Curve Discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP) for solving the difficulties. ECDLP refers that E(F q) is defined to be the elliptic curve in finite field q F , P , ( ) q Q E F  is considered as two points on the curve. If there is an integer m , which makes Q mP  ( mP shows the multiplication, namely, P of m adds together), the integer m and
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If E is an elliptic curve based on finite field ( ) GF q , G is one point on E, then the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem is: Given P E  , finding the solution to integer x , P xG  is established. xG shows multiplication, namely, G of x adds together.
The elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem is considered to be more difficult than the integer factorization problem and limited domain ( ) GF q of discrete logarithm problem. At present, there is no effective solution to nonsingular elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem on the limited domain. Therefore, the elliptic curve used to establish the blind signature scheme in the thesis is nonsingular and its security feature is based on the difficult solution to the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem.
The blind signature was first proposed by D.Chaum [7] in 1982, belonging to a special digital signature method, which has been widely applied in the field that the participants' anonymity needs to be protected in the electronic voting and electronic cash. Generally speaking, the blind signature has the following two characteristics: 1)The content of the message is confidential to the signee; 2)The message and signature, which the signee see later, can not be linked with the blind message and signature.
Realization of Blind Signcryption: Bob deals with the message m in a blind way in order to gain the blind message ' m which will be delivered to Alice.
Alice will sign the blind message ' m , and send ( ', ( ')) m sig m to Bob. can link them together, it is known as a weak blind signcryption scheme. The relevant blind signature scheme can review reference [3, 4] . Basic Method of Signcryption Scheme: Signcryption Scheme regarded as a new cryptography components can complete the functionability of digital signature and encryption together in one logical step, which also costs us lower than the conventional encrypted message after the signature. The digital signcryption is composed of a pair of algorithm(S, U), S represents signcryption algorithm and U represents the solution to signcryption algorithm. (S, U)meet the following conditions [11] :
Uniqueness of the solution to signcryption algorithm the news of arbitrary length given is m, algorithm S signcrypts message m, which is send to the known ciphertext c, as soon as the c is sent, algorithm U will unsigncrypt c and no ambiguous message can be resotred.
(1) Security Feature:（S, U）At the same time the security feature of encryption and signcryption scheme is to be achieved. These properties include confidentiality, unforgeability and non-repudiation.
(2)Effectiveness: Under the same condition, the calculation of signcryption scheme and the cost of communication is less than that of the conventional scheme as "first signature second encryption".
New Blind Signcryption--Scheme One

System Initialization
The following public parameters are included in the Scheme One:
E : A safe elliptic curve in q F (non-supersingular), q is a prime number which is larger than 160 2 , to ensure that elliptic curve on rational point group on the discrete logarithm problem is difficult to solve.
Two 
Blind Signcryption Algorithm
(2) If gcd( ( ), ) 1
x R Z q  is established, Z will be sent to B, otherwise, the first step and the second step will be replicated.
Then r is sent to A. Among of them, _ inf rec shows identity information of the receiver C. 
Solution to Blind Signcryption Algorithm
The receiver C conducts the following operation ( , , ) c r s to restore the original message m :
K KH m rec R  is workable or not. If it is workable, the effective and original message m will be accepted. Otherwise, it will be refused.
Evidence: the followings can be known according to the steps of blind signcryption:
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Analysis on Security
The scheme is based on elliptic curve cryptosystem, with short length of encryption key and high security, its security is established on solving finite field on the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP) over the difficulties. In the meantime, the scheme has put the functionality of blind signature and encryption unifies together, which not only protect the anonymous of signcrypter, but also increase the efficiency compared with the traditional two steps scheme. The scheme proposed in the thesis meet the security characteristics such as confidentiality, unforgeability, anonymity, untraceability and irrelativity.
(1)Confidentiality: The above-mentioned blind signcryption algorithm has been achieved by the encryption algorithm K E . Because the cryptograph delivers the message m by the way of cryptograph, the secret message can only be restored by the person who gets the symmetric key. While the symmetric key is the receiver C, which can be attained by the formula ( ( ( ))mod )
No one can be informed of it because C d is the secret key of the receiver C. If some one intends to acquire
must be solved. Its difficulties equals to ECDLP. So it can be concluded that only appointed receiver can obtain the plaintext m , all in all, the scheme is of its confidentiality.
(2)Unforgeability: The attacker outside is to conduct the signcryption by impersonating A &B, on the one hand, he can not forge a legal signature ' ' ( , ) r s . Because the signature equation c . In conclusion, the scheme has the characteristics of unforgeability.
(3)Anonymous: The scheme can protect the anonymity of the undersigned which is quite different from other signcryption. The signcryption message gained by the receiver can be used to verify its validity; however, the signcrypter is difficult to confirm that is to say, the receiver failed to receive the specific identity information by signcryption message, so the scheme has its anonymous feature.
(4)Irrelativity: Because , , k   is selected at random every time when the signcryption is done, so it is unable to determine whether two signcryption comes from the same individual. 
System Initialization
The following public parameters are included in the Scheme Two:
E : A safe elliptic curve in q F (non-supersingular), q is a prime number which is larger than 160 2 ,
to ensure that elliptic curve on rational point group on the discrete logarithm problem is difficult to solve. 
Blind Signcryption Algorithm
Solution to Blind Signcryption Algorithm
The receiver C restores from the original message m with the same operation as Scheme One: 
Analysis on Security
(1)Confidentiality: The above-mentioned blind signcryption algorithm has been achieved by the encryption algorithm K E . Because the cryptograph delivers the message m by the way of cryptograph, three unknown numbers is intended to be solved, the discrete logarithm problem on the elliptic curve will be solved. So on hard to compute ECDLP premise, the scheme is regarded as the strong blind signcryption.
Conclusion
Signcryption can complete the functionality of digital signature and encryption in a logical step. Its cost is significantly lower than the conventional signcryption"first signcrypt, second encrypt".But in the field that the participants' anonymity needs to be protected in the electronic voting and electronic cash, the anonymity of participants also needs to be protected. Two new blind signcryption schemes with the appointed receiver based on elliptic curve is proposed in this thesis. New schemes combine the functionality of blind signature and encryption together. Trough the introduction of blind singcryption, the issues on signee 's identity has been solved and protected, moreover, the algorithms have been proved to be secure. In the meantime, the encryption technology in the algorithms can be selected in a flexible way; therefore, the algorithms in the thesis can be widely applied in the field that the participants' anonymity needs to be protected in the electronic election and electronic cash.
